Institute, who has asked her to serve on many panels. Collins adds: "She will be a great champion for science and for women in science." Princeton graduate and genome researcher Eric Lander of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology in Cambridge describes Tilghman as a "great scientist, a true humanist, and a wonderful person," as well as "a spectacular choice for Princeton."
Tilghman was on the search committee until 6 weeks ago, according to the chair of the trustees' executive committee and head of the search committee, Robert H. Rawson Jr. She left a meeting early to teach, and in her absence, the other members decided they wanted her to become a candidate. She agreed and withdrew from the search committee. The remaining members chose her unanimously.
Tilghman-like Shapiro-was born in Canada. She joined Princeton's faculty in 1986, became a Howard Hughes Medical Institute investigator in 1988, and was elected to the National Academy of Sciences and the Institute of Medicine less than a decade later. She received Princeton's top teaching award in 1996. Since its founding in 1998, she has run Princeton's Lewis-Sigler Institute for Integrative Genomics; no successor has yet been named. gene to those from 30 closely related influenza strains from birds, pigs, and humans. "Within a few hours we had a preliminary signal," says Gibbs. Pursing this further, they discovered that the 1918 version appeared to be a chimera of sorts: One end bore a marked resemblance to human flu sequences, the middle was strikingly similar to pig, while the other end again was human. The "simplest scenario," says Gibbs, is that the HA gene (which, researchers concur, originated in bird flu strains) slipped into mammals sometime before 1918 and diverged into two lineages, human and pig.
Then in a bad twist of fate, these HA genes recombined to form the version that made the Spanish flu so much harder for the immune system to recognize-and therefore more virulent. "It looks for all the world like the signature of recombination, and I can't see how to explain it otherwise," says Eddie Holmes, who studies viral evolution at the University of Oxford. "We are talking about a rare event, but evolution is all about rare events."
The idea has met with skepticism from some top flu researchers, however. Taubenberger, for one, argues that the Gibbs group has misinterpreted the 1918 sequence. He believes that an influenza virus with an avian HA gene had started circulating in humans just before the start of the pandemic. In the fall of 1918, this virus infected humans and swine simultaneously and split into two lineages, and disparity in the rate of evolution between the two strains since then has congene to those from 30 closely related influenza strains from birds, pigs, and humans. "Within a few hours we had a preliminary signal," says Gibbs. Pursing this further, they discovered that the 1918 version appeared to be a chimera of sorts: One end bore a marked resemblance to human flu sequences, the middle was strikingly similar to pig, while the other end again was human. The "simplest scenario," says Gibbs, is that the HA gene (which, researchers concur, originated in bird flu strains) slipped into mammals sometime before 1918 and diverged into two lineages, human and pig.
The idea has met with skepticism from some top flu researchers, however. Taubenberger, for one, argues that the Gibbs group has misinterpreted the 1918 sequence. He believes that an influenza virus with an avian HA gene had started circulating in humans just before the start of the pandemic. In the fall of 1918, this virus infected humans and swine simultaneously and split into two lineages, and disparity in the rate of evolution between the two strains since then has confused the picture, says Taubenberger. "Human flu viruses are subject to huge immunological pressure and are forced to mutate rapidly," as humans are so long-lived and develop immunity to many strains, he says, while pig strains mutate slowly because their hosts don't live long enough to develop such broad immunity. Thus, Taubenberger Gibbs acknowledges that it will be an uphill battle to convince some of his colleagues that influenza strains are capable of recombining. "One of the paradigms," he says, "is that flu goes in for reassortment but not for recombination." But, he argues, recombination provides the best explanation for the genetic data.
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